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PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/ehananoki/status/1349357119955476490

Replies to @ehananoki

In 2019, Boebert rallied with the violent far-right Three Percenters militia:

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1324366430029139973

Patriots, stay calm. The Trump campaign anticipated a massive legal battle surrounding this election and have been preparing for it the entire time.

This is a surprise to no one. We always knew this would be the battle of our lifetimes and POTUS prepared well!

9:06 AM · Jan 13, 2021 · Twitter Web App

10:02 AM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Keep the negative energy away from your heart, everyone. We have to ensure they count every LEGAL vote. No one said this would be easy, but we elected a fighter and he will fight for us just as he has for the past four years!

12:44 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

President Trump was instrumental in our victory in CO-03.

Now it is our duty to make sure that we keep pushing for a fair election.

Our President needs us.

4:05 PM · Nov 5, 2020 · Twitter Web App

Exit polling shows that President Trump did incredibly well among black male voters and performed decently with black female voters. Far better than in 2016 with both groups. How then is his margin the same as 2016 in Philadelphia? Seems odd.

11:56 AM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1324854808034119680

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

Ensuring that legal votes are the only votes counted is called DEFENDING an election, not undermining it.

6:22 PM · Nov 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1325096281858052097

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

Joe Biden seems to think he has a governing mandate before anyone has even called the presidential race.

The only mandate anyone has right now is to ensure that we count every *legal* vote.

10:22 AM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1325165775313833985

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

This election is far from over.

2:58 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1325171224285155328

I will not stop fighting until we determine the legitimate winner of this election.

This country is the world’s beacon of freedom because of free and fair elections.

If we lose that, we lose everything. I was elected to fight for freedom.

3:20 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1325221720068820992

We’re always the party expected to give up and accept however the left wants to treat us.

President Trump changed that.

We’re not going to roll over anymore. I hope the rest of my colleagues are ready for the fight ahead of us! FREEDOM!

6:40 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1325260503514550272

"I tremble for my country when I reflect that God is just, that His justice cannot sleep forever...." - Thomas Jefferson

Newsmax @newsmax · Nov 7, 2020
After months of ‘engineered interference,’ you had to have known this was coming, says @michellemalkin. Nws.mx/tv

9:15 PM · Nov 7, 2020 · Twitter Web App
The nation’s entire voting procedure changed due to COVID-19.

We never have processed so many mail-in, provisional and other types of ballots as a nation.

An audit of the votes is perfectly sensible given the massive changes to the system.

For the sake of our republic, we have to ensure that the President is elected legitimately.

That is not a partisan or controversial statement.

Our nation has no legitimacy throughout the world if we can’t ensure our President was elected legally and honestly.

This is going to be one of the biggest weeks in the history of our country.

Stay strong. Hold the line.

Let’s fight for fairness.
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https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1326148040336560128

Lauren Boebert ⬇️
@laurenboebert

Until December 14, when the vote is certified, we do not have an election winner.

8:01 AM · Nov 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1326159993339588608

Lauren Boebert ⬇️
@laurenboebert

Hey “journalists”, when you say that there’s no evidence of voter fraud you are lying.

There are sworn affidavits.

That is evidence. Basic fact of law.

Why do we have to do your job for you?

8:49 AM · Nov 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1326204714569097220

Lauren Boebert ⬇️
@laurenboebert

I have people reaching out to me saying “Joe Biden is your President.”

These are the same people who denied that a duly-elected President was their President for four years.

The kicker is, Joe Biden is literally not anyone’s President.

11:46 AM · Nov 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1326531730338033667

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

Just a daily reminder that there is currently no “President-Elect”, and our current President is Donald J. Trump.

9:26 AM · Nov 11, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1326881668137934849

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

A peaceful transfer of power is the cornerstone of our republic.

So are free and fair elections without fraud.

You can’t have one without the other.

8:36 AM · Nov 12, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1327224257781305346

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

President Trump worked tirelessly to campaign for House races, Senate races and of course, the White House.

We’ve got to give him the energy to help him win these battles. It’s far bigger than one President even. It’s about the integrity of our system.

7:18 AM · Nov 13, 2020 · Twitter Web App
Today, Patriots are going to show their support for our President from all over this country. The #MillionMAGAMarch in DC will be historic & we will show how a true peaceful protest is done.

7:30 AM · Nov 14, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Proud to stand with patriots supporting President Donald J. Trump at the #MillionMAGAMarch today. Turned into an impromptu speech!

3:51 PM · Nov 14, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Yesterday, I stood with patriots from all over this great nation at the #MillionMAGAMarch to support our President and fight for a FAIR election!

Thank you @ErrolWebber for this great footage!

When the Russia investigation went on, I never saw a news anchor fight back & say the claims were "unsubstantiated" & had "no evidence". Every time voter fraud is discussed the media jumps to say "no evidence" as if someone is kicking them under their desks! Absolute absurdity!
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1328375633550987266

Lauren Boebert 🏳️‍🌈 @laurenboebert

How ironic that Barack Obama now accuses @realDonaldTrump of being willing to do anything to stay in power when his own administration spied on the Trump campaign to try and boost Hillary, and set him up for failure after he defeated her.

11:33 AM · Nov 16, 2020 · Twitter Web App

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1328852141071544322

Lauren Boebert 🏳️‍🌈 @laurenboebert

It’s certainly not a coincidence that all the “errors” seem to favor one candidate...

Second Georgia County Finds Thousands More Votes, Majority Are For Trump
A second county in Georgia has found a memory card with thousands of votes that had not been uploaded into the system used in the state. The majority of the votes are for Trump.

7:06 PM · Nov 17, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
When Democrats think Russians are cheating in our elections they are outraged, but when domestic fraud benefits their preferred candidate they turn a blind eye?

7:27 AM · Nov 19, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

There are more than 800 sworn affidavits regarding questionable occurrences during the 2020 election. The race for the White House is not over.

7:59 PM · Nov 19, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

This is no time to be demoralized or give up. Our founders fought relentlessly for our freedom... and we are in a battle for it once again. Remember, we will win!

8:00 PM · Nov 19, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1329615666115178499

Eradicating voter fraud is necessary for the future functioning of our country.

9:40 PM · Nov 19, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1329785711046823936

The same people telling you that this election fraud is a conspiracy theory are the same ones that told you the Russia hoax was real for 4 years.

8:56 AM · Nov 20, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1329939003609649153

No matter what side of the aisle you’re on, spending a few weeks to ensure that our voting system is without fraud is not a waste of time.

If you can’t agree with that, you must have something to gain by the system being susceptible to fraud.

7:05 PM · Nov 20, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1330172444016074752

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

American voting systems should be made in America, serviced in America and have all related servers housed in America. This is basic stuff!

10:33 AM · Nov 21, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1330200044696375298

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

Amy Klobuchar & Elizabeth Warren had serious issues with the Dominion Voting Machines a few years back. Where are they now?

12:22 PM · Nov 21, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1330339987045425152

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

There are 17 days until the deadline for states to certify their results, 23 days until the Electoral College meets, 46 days until Congress certifies the results and 60 days until Inauguration Day. President Trump still has time to turn this around & get the real results out.

9:39 PM · Nov 21, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
If you count the same votes over and over you’ll get the same results.

We need to do signature verifications and uncover what went on with the algorithms.

It is not enough to talk about voter fraud. Something needs to be done concretely to ensure that this cannot go on.

Georgia is right now getting ready to determine control of the Senate - has the system been fixed or are they going to just allow that to be stolen too?

Why are no mainstream media outlets carrying the hearings on voter fraud & irregularities happening right now in Gettysburg?
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1331717394616750081

I don’t care what party you belong to, there is no way that you can listen to the hearing in Gettysburg and say that Pennsylvania didn’t have major election issues.

Are we going to stand up for the integrity of our republic or not?

4:52 PM · Nov 25, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1332736335053021185

The American people are not falling for the Fake News claim that Joe Biden received more votes than President Barack Obama.

If that’s the case, Obama didn’t have a movement of his own, it was Biden that carried him to victory.

12:21 PM · Nov 28, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1332748337037107206

Malarkey.

Dr. David Samadi, MD · Nov 28, 2020

Describe the “election results” in one word.

1:08 PM · Nov 28, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
President @realDonaldTrump needs the GOP and the American people to stand firmly beside him.

He has fought for four years to put us first.

It's time for WE THE PEOPLE to fight for him.

#ItAintOver

3:56 PM · Nov 28, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Listening to @realDonaldTrump on @MariaBartiromo right now.

There is no way that anyone can call the 2020 presidential election fair.

We have to make this right.

11:50 AM · Nov 29, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1333382000183554048
Note: The Quoted Tweet was copied here by staff.

@laurenboebert

Joe Biden is not more popular than Barack Obama twitter.com/realDonaldTrump...

This Tweet is unavailable.

7:06 AM · Nov 30, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

@realDonaldTrump

Donald J. Trump

We have some big things happening in our various litigations on the Election Hoax. Everybody knows it was Rigged. They know Biden didn’t get more votes from the Black community than Obama, & certainly didn’t get 80,000,000 votes. Look what happened in Detroit, Philadelphia, plus!

4:34 PM · 29 Nov 2020
Given Biden’s 80,000,000 votes, one would assume that there was a Democrat avalanche in the House and Senate...

Yet Republicans GAINED significant ground in the House & are expected to hold the Senate!

Why weren’t the down-ballot Democrats carried in on Biden’s “momentum”?

If you’re not fighting for election integrity, don’t bother running for re-election. We need more fighters, not less!
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1334840068826157056

**Video:** “We have so much evidence to prove that this election was not right, and that Joe Biden is not more popular than Hillary Clinton, he is not more popular than Barack Obama, and he did not receive more than 80 million votes here in the United States.”

I told @realDonaldTrump to keep fighting. We have so much evidence to prove that this election was not right. The American people are behind you 100%, President Trump!

Thank you @MariaBartiromo for having me.

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1335005852479184896

How many states need to have voting irregularities before the media starts calling it “widespread”?

6:39 PM · Dec 4, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
"No one will trust our election system ever again if we don't fix it this time."

President Trump should keep fighting to ensure the 2020 Election was fair and free, says Rep.-elect @LaurenBoebert.

“This is a contested election. And I believe that President Trump should fight with everything that he has, and use all of the authority that he has, as the president of the United States, to make sure that we have a free and fair election,” Boebert told The Epoch Times’ “American Thought Leaders.”

“And I believe in these battleground states, we need to be looking into what’s being alleged here. We need to be looking into what’s being alleged. We need to see if they were legal votes, how many votes were counted more than once, if the voter turnout was higher than the actual voter registration for those areas,” she added.
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https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1335584929292365824

Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert

No, we can’t.

Alice Stewart @alicetweet · Dec 5, 2020

Can we please stop the steal talk?

9:00 AM · Dec 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1335643303845486594

Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert

The fight for freedom never ended, some of us just got too comfortable being told how to live life.

The determination of 1776 has been reignited.

12:52 PM · Dec 6, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1336311063416090627

Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert

That’s why they say ‘Don’t Mess With Texas’.

This election is not over!

Bree A Dail @breatdail · Dec 8, 2020

#BREAKING: @BreitbartNews reports #Texas filed a lawsuit directly with #SCOTUS shortly before midnight on Monday challenging the election procedures in #Georgia, #Michigan, #Pennsylvania, and #Wisconsin on the grounds that they violate the Constitution.

breitbart.com/politics/2020/...  
Show this thread

9:05 AM · Dec 8, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Will Texas save our Republic?

The state of Texas has sued Georgia, Michigan, Pennsylvania & Wisconsin over election irregularities!

This means Texas will have original jurisdiction to go directly to the Supreme Court!!

HUGE

In the Supreme Court of the United States

STATE OF TEXAS,  Plaintiff,

v.

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA, STATE OF GEORGIA, STATE OF MICHIGAN, AND STATE OF WISCONSIN,  Defendants.

MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE BILL OF COMPLAINT

10:19 AM • Dec 8, 2020 • Twitter for iPhone
https://www.facebook.com/laurenboebert/posts/233056918177222

**Video:** “I want President Trump to fight until this election is actually over… I had the privilege of spending time with President Trump in the Oval Office a few days ago, and I encouraged him to use all of the legal means he had to make sure this was a fair election… I can assure you he’s definitely in this fight until the end… This election is not over.”

Lauren Boebert for Congress
December 8, 2020

I had the honor of meeting with President Trump in the Oval Office a few days ago. We talked about how important it was to stay in the fight. When states require signature verification, they can't simply then decide to skip such verification. Texas is joining the fight and I hope the U.S. Supreme Court decides to allow them their day in court.
https://twitter.com/RepGosar/status/1336708012023689221
(retweet)

Rep. Paul Gosar, DDS
@RepGosar

If Maricopa County was in Syria, Libya, or Iraq, many of my Republican colleagues would be demanding intervention to protect democracy. #2020Election

11:23 AM · Dec 9, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1336804387939897345

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

The states of Texas, Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Indiana, Louisiana, Kansas, Missouri, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Oklahoma, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah, Tennessee and West Virginia have all joined together to sue for election integrity.

This election is not over.

5:46 PM · Dec 9, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
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https://twitter.com/RepDaveWilliams/status/1336771173619650560 (retweet)

Lauren Boebert Retweeted

Rep. Dave Williams
@RepDaveWilliams

Colorado Legislature to hold official committee hearing on election integrity thanks to the urging of CO House Republicans!

#stopthesteal #ElectionIntegrity #Trump #MAGA

---

Press Release

Colorado State House of Representatives
Representative Joel Kandie
Chairperson, Legislative Audit Committee
Joined by Reps. Bailey, Carson, Collins, Chappman, Garton, Haste, Beddoc, Humphrey, Green, York, North, Doherty, Rasmuss, Box, Sandridge, Boga, Van Winkle, Wel Williams, Wilson

STATE CAPITAL BUILDING
December 5, 2020
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Due to increasing calls from constituents across the state to perform an audit of Colorado’s election systems, and the recent request dated of November seeking transparency through a special committee hearing, the Colorado House of Representatives has formally initiated an investigation to ensure the integrity of Colorado’s voting systems. This investigation will include an audit of all election systems used in Colorado to ensure no tampering occurred during the 2020 General Election, and related functions surrounding election voting systems.

Background:

While previous problems with ballot counting have plagued Colorado for many years, voting concerns surrounding our election process have become more prominent over recent legislative sessions from the Secretary of State’s Office are being reviewed and addressed individually.

In light of these concerns, an official complaint was made for investigation by the U.S. Department of Justice and the Secretary of State. Additionally, Colorado is one of the first states to contest staffing the state’s election offices with election personnel from the National Institute for Training in Elections.

Today the House engaged in debate with specific questions about the evidence collection process through an evaluation of a special committee on election integrity to investigate weaknesses in our election process and to help improve confidence in our votes.

The effort was not only the result of the various concerns surrounding ballot counting, improperly distributed registration materials, and unrelated voter rolls, but was also the result of the growing calls for confident and the use of Colorado voting systems in Colorado elections.

Solution:

Legislative leaders have rallied in Colorado and across the country about the integrity of our elections, and the Legislative Audit Committee will gather to hear from state and local officials. If necessary, other
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https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1337094772549365760

Lauren Boebert 🥇
@laurenboebert

If there was no voter fraud, why does YouTube now insist on deleting any video discussing it?

Why this great fear of something that apparently doesn’t exist?

1:00 PM · Dec 10, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1337400165322395648

Lauren Boebert 🥇
@laurenboebert

Did they cheat to win this one too?

Kyle Griffin 🥇
@kylegriffin1 · Dec 10, 2020
TIME Person of the Year: Joe Biden and Kamala Harris.

9:13 AM · Dec 11, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1337551864255160321

**Lauren Boebert** @laurenboebert · Dec 11, 2020

I told the president to keep fighting & use every bit of authority our Constitution grants.

The Supreme Court does not decide the winner of the election. Congress does.

---

Repeating to @laurenboebert

Thank you **@RepMoBrooks** for this great video.

With all the irregularities in this election, we may never know the true way people voted in this election.

It is up to Congress to make this right and be the final say in this dispute. That is the what the Constitution stipulates.

7:16 PM · Dec 11, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
“Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction.” - Ronald Reagan

We are that generation.

10:39 AM · Dec 12, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Besides the video footage, voice recordings, data analysis, statistical impossibilities, sworn affidavits and eyewitness testimony there is absolutely no evidence of voter fraud.

7:25 AM · Dec 14, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1338600090823503872

[Image of a tweet by Lauren Boebert, R-Colo., saying:]

How is this America? Democrat electors are allowed in to vote but Republicans are not allowed? We are seeing totalitarianism take shape in front of our eyes. QT @rbeegin: They said that they were the Republican electors there to cast their vote for president. State police declined to let them enter the building or leave votes offered in a manila envelope.

[Image of a police officer at the capitol building entrance with a video of the event.]
President Donald Trump has a servant heart and he puts the American people first.

It's the first time that we have seen an America First agenda like his.

No matter what's going on in this contested election, God is faithful.

Jesus is still Lord. He will not let us down.

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1338597872498069505
https://twitter.com/JackPosobiec/status/1338943697858260998 (retweet)

Lauren Boebert Retweeted

Jack Posobiec 🇺🇸
@JackPosobiec

Essential Fleccas 🇺🇸
@fleccas · Dec 15, 2020

"How are you gonna keep it from us being able to be in a position where you can manipulate the machines, manipulate the records?... I think we should pass a federal law mandating that the same machines with paper trails be mandatory for every federal election"

-Joe Biden, 2007
Show this thread

3:27 PM · Dec 15, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
I am proud to sign this letter to @SpeakerPelosi demanding an investigation take place into the 2020 election irregularities.

If we cannot trust our elections, we will lose our Republic.

Tonight I lead a letter with 25 other @GOP Member-elects demanding that Nancy Pelosi investigates the 2020 election irregularities.

The American people deserve answers. We must have confidence in our elections. Anything less is unacceptable.

When election integrity becomes a partisan issue, our republic is in serious trouble.
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1340283489464307714

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

Save the Date: January 6, 2021
8:10 AM · Dec 19, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1341074592362864643

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

The best fighters are the strongest when backed into a corner. The conservative movement is empowered to win & fight for our principles now more than ever!
12:34 PM · Dec 21, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1341953951621636097

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

I spent time in GA last week rallying for Senators Perdue & Loeffler. I met 100s of Georgians & their ONLY concern was POTUS & seeing the true results of the 2020 election. If the GOP wants to hold the Senate we must fight for fair elections, not just going forward but RIGHT NOW.
10:48 PM · Dec 23, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
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https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1342067703729827841

I am very tired of hearing about fixing election fraud going forward.

An election just happened. There was fraud. Fix that one first!

6:20 AM · Dec 24, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://www.facebook.com/laurenboebert/posts/243628477120066 Excerpt selected by staff.

We deserve secure and fair elections. The 2020 Presidential election was neither of these. I will be voicing my objection to the Electoral College certification on January 6th. Read the press release here:
https://conta.cc/38yYKNN

Background:

In the 2020 election, numerous states changed voter procedures without the approval of their respective state legislatures and in several instances extended the time for people to vote and return their mail-in ballots well past election day. There was also fraud, the removal of voter safeguards and signature verification standards, new rules for mail-in voting, technical issues with voting machines and other significant election integrity issues that likely influenced the official outcome of the Presidential Election. In sworn affidavits and under penalty of perjury, more than 900 witnesses have testified that people were seen filling out blank ballots, counting votes after they asked Republican poll watchers to leave, changing votes, processing and backdating bad ballots, delivering suspicious piles of ballots to counting rooms, and blocking, ignoring or intimidating Republican poll watchers.

Significant fraud accusations in the 2020 Presidential Election include:
- Affidavits tied to more than 600,000 ballots in Pennsylvania that claim there was no inspection of those ballots at the time they were recorded as votes.
- A former judge testified that more than 200,000 votes in Wisconsin were not valid.
- More than 1.5 million voters in Arizona are reported to have cast ballots without their signatures being verified.
- In Georgia, tens of thousands of ineligible voters are reported to have cast ballots.
- In Michigan, hundreds of thousands of fraudulent ballots are reported to have been counted.
Guided by the US Constitution and my responsibility to my constituents, I will object to the Electoral College results on January 6th.

11:05 AM · Dec 24, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

There are 3 branches of government, each with their own responsibilities under our Constitution.

I will be part of the legislative branch at the start of the year and believe it's my obligation to object to the certification regardless of what the courts have done or not done.

12:09 PM · Dec 26, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Who is going to be in DC on January 6th to stand with President Donald Trump?

2:03 PM · Dec 26, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
We need THE PEOPLE to put pressure on AZ, GA, PA, NV, WI, MI state legislatures to rescind their certifications.

Then we need THE PEOPLE to put pressure on their Senators and Congressmen to object on the 6th.

WE THE PEOPLE!

11:12 AM · Dec 27, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

We need a ground swell of Patriots calling, writing and emailing their Senators & Congressmen demanding they object to the counting of electoral votes in states with irregularities.

This is the only way they’ll listen. I’m doing what I can on the inside, but I need your help!

4:47 PM · Dec 27, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1343330664473616385

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

Objecting to the counting of certain electoral votes is NOT “overthrowing” the results of the election if those votes were won through fraud. Winning an election through fraud is what I would consider “overthrowing” the results. That is exactly why we’re fighting for POTUS!

This claim about election fraud is disputed

5:59 PM · Dec 27, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1343682869793853440

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

I see the Democrats have their talking points, but there is nothing “seditious” about following a process clearly laid out in the US Constitution.

5:18 PM · Dec 28, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
Dr. Ronny Jackson, ladies and gentlemen! 🌟🌟🌟

Ronny Jackson  @RonnyJacksonTX · Dec 28, 2020
This is how we take our country BACK:

STEP 1: Jan 3rd swear in the new class of Conservative WARRIORS in the House!

STEP 2: Jan 5th keep the two Senate seats in Georgia!

STEP 3: Jan 6th throw out the fraudulent vote, and restore election integrity!

9:54 PM - Dec 28, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

For years, we’ve allowed the Democrats to set the narrative and we’ve just responded to it and played within their rule book.

If we’re going to take this country back, it’s time for that to end.

10:20 AM - Dec 29, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1344308625771261957

![Image of Lauren Boebert](https://twitter.com/laurenboebert)

@laurenboebert

This is live right now & you need to be watching it!

RBSN 🇺🇸 @RSBNetwork
LIVE: Georgia State Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Elections Holds Meeting on 2020 Election

 PSPC.tv

10:45 AM · Dec 30, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1344312235972300800

![Image of Lauren Boebert](https://twitter.com/laurenboebert)

@laurenboebert

.@realDonaldTrump shouldn’t pack up yet.

10:59 AM · Dec 30, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
We have a Senator!

Thank you for standing up for election integrity @HawleyMO!

This is officially a contested election.

---

**Hawley Statement On Objecting During Electoral College Certification Process**

“Following both the 2004 and 2016 elections, Democrats in Congress objected during certification of electoral votes in order to raise concerns about election integrity. They praised by Democratic leadership and the media when they did. And they were entitled. But now those of us concerned about the integrity of this election are entitled to do the

“I cannot vote to certify the electoral college results on January 6 without raising the ire of some states, particularly Pennsylvania, failed to follow their own state election laws. I cannot vote to certify without pointing out the unprecedented effort of mega corporations, including Facebook and Twitter, to interfere in this election, in support of Joe Biden. Least, Congress should investigate allegations of voter fraud and adopt measures to secure integrity of our elections. But Congress has so far failed to act.

“For these reasons, I will follow the same practice Democrat members of Congress have had past and object during the certification process on January 6 to raise these critical issue.
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1344360273830936581

Lauren Boebert 🇺🇸
@laurenboebert

You have to be willfully ignorant to listen to this Georgia hearing and not see how much fraud went on in the state.

This need be fixed NOW, not next election!

This claim about election fraud is disputed

2:10 PM · Dec 30, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/DineshDSouza/status/1344411820212289544

Video: “I am going to stand with the President of the United States until this election is actually over. I will fight each and every day… There are many irregularities, and the American people know that this was not a secure election.”

WATCH: @laurenboebert says she'll stand with President Trump on January 6

Incoming Republican Congresswoman Says She Will Stand Up for Conservativ... "I believe, as a member of Congress, I was sent there by the people to stand for what's right."
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1344655052775030785

Let’s be clear, the entire process is Constitutional.

Objections to the Electoral College certification have occurred three times in the last 20 years:

In 2001, 2005, and 2017 - all by Democrats.

Where was your lecture then?

https://projects.propublica.org/politwoops/tweet/1344726284929277959

RT @MediaKane: BOOM...RISE UP! https://t.co/BjCySCWTne

Deleted after 1 minute at 2:26 PM on 31 Dec. Original tweet by @MediaKane.

BOOM...RISE UP!

Report: 100+ GOP Lawmakers may Vote Against Stolen Election on J...

Anti-Trump skunk Adam Kinzinger went on “The Bulwark Podcast” on Wednesday to talk with Never-Trumper Charlie Sykes. The two are...
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1344762256148541441

I think @CawthornforNC sums it up best. We are standing up for our Constitution & against the election fraud of 2020!

@MadisonCawthorn @CawthornforNC · Dec 31, 2020
This is why I am OBJECTING to the 2020 election results.

The right to vote in a free and fair election is the cornerstone of our Republic. Attempts to undermine this strike at the very heart of a representative government “of, by, and for the People.”

I will not be silent.
Sending love and declaring blessings to all on this first day of 2021.

The first six days of this year will include a new Congress, the most decisive Senate special election in years & possibly the most important day in our nation’s history: 1/6/2021.

Happy New Year!

8:10 AM · Jan 1, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Thank you Senators Hawley, Cruz, Johnson, Lankford, Daines, Kennedy, Blackburn, Braun, Lummis, Marshall, Hagerty and Tuberville for standing with us in objecting to the Electoral College results.

History will never forget those who stand with the Constitution at this time!

2:22 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter Web App
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1345476654940958722

Ted Cruz is an American hero and patriot! On January 6, we’re both going to be fighting for freedom!

Lauren Boebert for Congress
January 2

Glad to see members of the United States Senate getting involved here.
https://www.usatoday.com/…/republican-senators-…/4113152001/

"The election of 2020, like the election of 2016, was hard fought and, in many swing states, narrowly decided," the statement said. "The 2020 election, however, featured unprecedented allegations of voter fraud, violations and lax enforcement of election law, and other voting irregularities."
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1345524021358702592

Lauren Boebert 🤜 @laurenboebert

VP Pence needs to be Thomas Jefferson in this moment.

We have your back if you’ve got ours, @VP.

7:14 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1345587698438975488

Lauren Boebert 🤜 @laurenboebert

Great words with President Trump tonight.

Get ready, y’all!

11:28 PM · Jan 2, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1345689501553864704

Lauren Boebert 🤜 @laurenboebert

If you don’t know where your representative stands on election integrity - call their offices, tweet them, email them, write to them on Facebook.

Remember, they’re YOUR representatives. They’re supposed to represent YOUR interests.

Let them know what you want!

6:12 AM · Jan 3, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
When it comes to precedents and norms, the most dangerous one that we could set is failing to defend the integrity of our elections.

7:30 AM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

The Mayor of DC, who was oddly granted floor privileges in the new Rules Package, has called in the National Guard for the election integrity rally in DC tomorrow and Wednesday.

Where was the National Guard when ANTIFA and BLM terrorized the streets all summer?

5:16 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

The Founding Fathers didn’t back down when people told them what they could and could not do.

With that in mind, I won’t be backing down from this election integrity fight.

5:38 PM · Jan 4, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
Kelly Loeffler has announced that she is objecting to the Electoral College results and will stand with us in fighting to ensure election integrity!

Georgia, she’s standing with us!

Go stand with her & David Perdue today at the polls!

Save America from Socialism.

7:26 AM · Jan 5, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Remember these next 48 hours. These are some of the most important days in American history.

7:52 AM · Jan 5, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
Video: “I am rejecting [sic] to certain states that did not behave properly, that did not follow their own state constitutions.”

Lauren Boebert for Congress
January 5 · 📺

Here’s my interview with Fox and Friends about the 2nd Amendment and also my upcoming objection to the Electoral College certification.
Social Media Review

DAY OF –

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1346811381878845442 (before riot)

Lauren Boebert 📢
@laurenboebert

Today is 1776.

8:30 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1346839473741586438 (before riot)

Lauren Boebert 📢
@laurenboebert

Please listen very carefully to the evidence today.

Wanting America to have free and fair elections should not be a partisan issue.

10:22 AM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1346871355145334785 (before riot)

Lauren Boebert 📢
@laurenboebert

America is depending on all of us today.

This is something I don’t take lightly.

I will fight with everything I have to ensure the fairness of the election.

12:28 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1346898735050199050 (during riot)

Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert · Jan 6
We were locked in the House Chambers.

4.2K 4.3K 24K

Lauren Boebert @laurenboebert

Replying to @laurenboebert

The Speaker has been removed from the chambers.

2:18 PM · Jan 6, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1346938943967612930 (during riot)

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

1776 is the foundation of our country. Today I signed my name to a document to defend that foundation and our freedom.

The violence we saw today is inexcusable. Pray for America.
POST-INSURRECTION –

[Video](https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1347594745665695746)

**Video:** “I want you all to know how proud I am to have taken a stand on the electoral college certification. The onslaught that we have seen on our electoral college from the Democrats is what got me involved with this to begin with… Nothing that has happened in the past few days changes the fact that election laws were in fact broken.”

We are the United States of America. Freedom will find a way to persevere. God bless each and every one of you. You are all in my prayers.
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/13477535322989821

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

#NewProfilePic

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/134787507484687232

Lauren Boebert
@laurenboebert

Hillary must be pissed it took the DNC until 2020 to successfully rig an election.

This claim of election fraud is disputed, and this Tweet can’t be replied to, Retweeted, or liked due to a risk of violence

6:57 AM · Jan 9, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
“In the last days there will always be mockers, motivated by their own ungodly desires.”

These people cause divisions and are followers of their own natural instincts, devoid of the life of the Spirit.

6:51 PM · Jan 9, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

But you, my delightfully loved friends, constantly and progressively build yourselves up on the foundation of your most holy faith by praying every moment in the Spirit. Jude 1:18-20

Democrats have normalized violence and proved it to be an effective tool to advance an agenda.

They now have the control they’ve been pursuing and their first act is a social media purge.

Republicans have to end this attack on free speech.
Social Media Review

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1348265431581282312

Lauren Boebert  
@laurenboebert

Freedom always wins.
8:48 AM · Jan 10, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1348309862611111940

Lauren Boebert  
@laurenboebert

Don’t doubt in the dark what God told you in the light.
When you’ve done all to stand. Stand, therefore
11:44 AM · Jan 10, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1348366878582976512

Lauren Boebert  
@laurenboebert

In the past 5 days the left has shown us what vile hypocrites they truly are.
They are driven by hate, projection and endless conspiracy theories.
3:31 PM · Jan 10, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
https://twitter.com/RepBoebert/status/1348778447204712448

Rep. Lauren Boebert
@RepBoebert

I denounced the violence over the summer just as I did the recent events at the Capitol. I defended our Constitution and I always will. America will persevere because freedom always prevails.
boebert.house.gov/media/press-re...

6:46 PM · Jan 11, 2021 · Twitter Web App

Washington, DC - Today, U.S. Congresswoman Lauren Boebert (CO-03) released the following statement:

"We should take Democrats at their word when they say never let a crisis go to waste. Their hypocrisy is on full display with talks of impeachment, censure, and other ways to punish Republicans for false accusations of inciting the type of violence they have so frequently and transparently supported in the past," said Congresswoman Lauren Boebert. "And, once again, their false attacks go unchallenged. They accuse me of live-tweeting the Speaker’s presence after she had been safely removed from the Capitol, as if I was revealing some big secret, when in fact this removal was also being broadcast on TV. They act as if Republicans created objections to the Electoral College certification out of thin air, when it was Democrats who objected in 2001, 2005 and 2017. They act as though a reference to the founding of our country and the bravery of upholding our Constitutional oath is criminal, which says a whole lot more about them than it does about me or any other Republican. The reality is that Joe Biden didn’t condemn Antifa when he had a chance to, Kamala Harris spent much of the summer helping those arrested for violent behavior post bail and get back on the streets as quickly as possible, and Speaker Pelosi encouraged uprisings all over the country. I denounced the violence over the summer just as I did the recent events at the Capitol. I defended our Constitution and I always will. America will persevere because freedom always prevails. But let’s get real—the far-left and their policies are causing harm to our country. I refuse to let their political machine write a narrative that millions of Americans know is false."

Background:

For more than a decade, leading Democrats and Hollywood elites have encouraged mob violence to achieve their political goals. Several examples include but are not limited to:
I see many companies are refusing to donate to any Congressman who stood up for election integrity.

Fine by me. I'd rather have campaigns funded by WE THE PEOPLE rather than big corporations anyway.

I'm here to work for the people who elected me! Is that allowed?

12:10 PM · Jan 11, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Did you ask C-SPAN that when they broadcasted it first?

7:59 AM · Jan 12, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
At least 30 people were killed in largely left-wing riots in the summer of 2020.

Months Ago, Democrats Blocked a Resolution Condemning Mob Violence. They also shut down a bill which would have given rioters longer prison sentences this summer and cracked down on political violence.

Calling 75,000,000 Americans domestic terrorists is not unity.
https://twitter.com/RepBoebert/status/1349214823515623424

**Video:** “I just don’t even know why there aren’t uprisings all over the country, and maybe there will be.” – Speaker Nancy Pelosi
https://twitter.com/ehananoki/status/1349355169356644353

**Video:** “There are more than 70 million people right now who feel like this election was not fair, was not secure, and they aren’t even allowed to discuss that.”

Rep. Lauren Boebert, who helped incite the deadly Capitol riot, claimed in a Jan. 12 interview: "We've seen Democrats for nearly a year normalize violence. It's very unfortunate that they have shown that rioting and looting and violence is an effective tool to advance an agenda."
Social Media Review

[Video link](https://twitter.com/TheOfficerTatum/status/1349480835876089857)

**Video:** “Where’s the accountability for the left? After encouraging and normalizing violence. Rather than actually helping American people in this time, we start impeachments that further divide our country. I call bull crap. When I hear the Democrats demanding unity, sadly, they are only unified in hate.”

Twitter: @TheOfficerTatum

Wow Representative @laurenboebert KILLED IT today on the house floor and said exactly how we’re all feeling ☝️☝️☝️
Video: Question: “People would say that the President should be accountable for the events of last week. Should he not be held accountable? He did encourage the rioters to go and fight, didn’t he?” Answer: “No, he did not. No, he did not. And you’re putting words in his mouth.”

@Channel4News tried to spread fake news about President Trump!

Not on @LaurenBoebert’s watch!
https://twitter.com/laurenboebert/status/1349558857648009217

Video: “I said if we were in high school, I’d take him behind the gym and beat the hell out of him. I shouldn’t have said that.” – then-candidate Biden

Since everyone is talking about inciting violence, here’s a relevant video.
The future of the Republican Party is patriots who are unafraid to stand up for what's right.

It is standing up for the Constitution, not just in word BUT IN DEED!

President Trump gave us the model for how to lead with backbone, let's follow that going forward.

11:37 AM · Jan 14, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

Democrats try to rewrite history when it doesn’t fit their narrative.

In 2001, 2005 & 2017, objections to the counting of electoral votes were ok & weren’t perceived as trying to "overturn an election."
Democrats: The Members who objected to the Electoral College results are suppressing voters.

Also Democrats: Let’s hurry up and impeach and convict Donald Trump to ensure no one can ever vote for him again.
Today @RepCohen went on CNN and spread lies about me to further a left-wing conspiracy theory targeting me and my family.

The only people I have ever had in the Capitol with me are my young children, husband, mom, aunt and uncle.

I guess having a big family is a scandal now.

All claims of my involvement with the attack on Jan. 6th are categorically false.

These lies are irresponsible & dangerous.

The left would like to bog my name down in conspiracies because they want to slow down my work for the people of CO-03.

I will continue on regardless.
Republicans have loads of evidence and are banned from social media if we talk about it.

Democrats are allowed to aimlessly spread garbage conspiracy theories all day.

Who’s tired of the double standard?

7:43 PM · Jan 18, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone

President Trump inspired a new generation of patriots to get involved in saving this great nation.

It’s now on us to carry the movement forward.

This is bigger than one man.

The America First movement is only beginning.

United we stand.

6:23 AM · Jan 20, 2021 · Twitter for iPhone
Since we know the “fact checkers” won’t correct this, I’ll set the record straight...again.

I have never taken my gun onto the House floor.

I did not tweet Nancy Pelosi’s location.

I said she had been removed from the House Floor, which was public knowledge and shown on Cspan.

At what point do we address @AOC’s radical rhetoric where she casually accuses @TedCruz of attempted murder?

The very same people trying to tell me about tone are the ones making wild accusations.
DOUG LAMBORN (R-CO-05)
Member, House Natural Resources Committee; Member, House Armed Services Committee

PRE-INSURRECTION –

https://twitter.com/RepDLamborn/status/1346544732483280896

@realDonaldTrump fought against the liberal media and Big Tech, who refused to cover the scandals of the Biden Crime Family. @POTUS beat a bogus impeachment and the phony Russian collusion hoax.

Tomorrow it's our turn to fight. I will object to the Electoral College Results.

2:50 PM · Jan 5, 2021 · Twitter Web App

###